Does My Brain Have a
Mind of Its Own?
[examining human consciousness and the possibilities for AI]

This activity allows learners to investigate the concept of consciousness and is based in large part on an essay by philosopher Daniel
Dennett called “Where Am I?” (you can find it here: https://www.
lehigh.edu/~mhb0/Dennett-WhereAmI.pdf). Scientists and
philosophers have debated about consciousness for many years, but
there is still no consensus about how it works, where it is, or even
what exactly it is. At the least, two very general ideas seem to have
emerged (although these are not universally accepted): first, that
consciousness includes some kind self-awareness, and second, that
it is part of what makes us distinctly human.
Engineers who work in the area of artificial intelligence wonder if
there will ever be conscious robots. If there were, what might they
be able to do with their consciousness? Would they be able to come
up with original (and potentially dangerous) ideas, feel pain, or
have emotions?
In this activity, learners explore the definition of consciousness, the
brain’s role vs. the body’s role in consciousness, oddities and disorders related to human consciousness, and the possibility of machine
consciousness.

Activity Parts
Part A
Students discuss what it means to be conscious by drawing and then experimenting with
their own heads and brains, watching videos that describe some of the science and philosophy of consciousness, reading a comic/story about consciousness, and more.
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Key

Part A
Big Idea for Kids
You’ve probably heard the words “conscious” and “unconscious” before.
But what do they mean? Today, we’re going to explore the concept of consciousness, including some strange ways our human consciousness works.
Then, we’ll explore whether engineers will ever create conscious artificial
intelligence (like robots) and why many people (engineers and others) are
worried that could be dangerous.

Getting Ready
Time Estimate
1.5 hours

Materials
Blank paper (sizes larger than 8.5x11 are better)
Pens/pencils
Markers/crayons/colored pencils (optional)
Journals
Copies of the paper brain for everyone
Copies of the Rio’s Dream comic
A way to show online videos (projector/screen)
Computers and/or dictionaries

Preparation
Print copies of the paper brain and Rio’s dream comic (or the “Where Am I?” essay). It’s worth
reading through this activity and watching the videos ahead of time so you have a sense of what
they’re about and the kinds of questions your students might ask. For more in-depth preparation,
read Dennett’s “Where Am I?” essay.
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Activity Instructions
1

3
4
5
6
7

8

Ask students to share some of their
ideas about what consciousness
is. You might want to follow up by
asking some of the following questions: Are plants conscious? Are
all animals conscious? Are any
kinds of computers/machines/robots conscious?

Open the
Window
What is “consciousness”?
What can conscious beings
do that unconscious beings
can’t do?

Have students create a profile of their
heads by laying their faces sideways on a large piece of paper and having a partner
carefully trace around.
Students should cut out paper “brains” and place/rest them inside their traced
heads. They should NOT attach (glue, tape, etc) the brain to the head.
Ask students to label where they think their intelligence is and where they think
their consciousness is. They can also draw graphical representations of their intelligence and consciousness with pens/pencils or markers, colored pencils, and
crayons.
Once students are done labeling, ask students to share some of their ideas. You
can explicitly mention that there are no right answers to this question—
philosophers and scientists aren’t sure what or where consciousness is!
Watch the following video: Consciousness - Crash Course Psychology #8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jReX7qKU2yc If you want, you can
pause at the “intermission” mentioned in the video and have students try out the
“Invisible Gorilla Experiment” here: http://www.theinvisiblegorilla.com/
videos.html
Based on their own ideas and what they learned in the video, have students come
up with a definition of each of the following words. No two words should have the
same definition, and students should also be encouraged to use the internet,
dictionaries, books, articles, etc to come up with their definitions. They should
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2

Have students journal for 2 minutes about the Open the Window
questions.

write the definitions down so they can refer back to them later. Words: brain, mind, life,
body, thought, consciousness, computing.

9

10

11

12
13

Have students read the “Rio’s Dream” comic alone or in groups (advanced readers could
read Dennett’s “Where Am I?” essay instead). When they finish, they can discuss the
ideas in the bomb, brain, and computer “boxes” at the end. Then, they should watch the
following video: youtube.com/watch?v=m8cuAE3Os4o and discuss why it was so
hard for Daniel Dennett to imagine he was inside the vat.
Have students take their paper brains out of their heads and put them somewhere else
in the room. Then discuss (there are no right answers to these questions!) if this were
possible in real life, where would students “feel like” they were? Where would their intelligence be? Where would their consciousness be? If their body were destroyed, then
where would they “feel like” they were?
Have students retrieve their brains and
put them in someone else’s head silhouette. If this happened in real life, where
would they feel like they were? Where
would their consciousness and intelligence be?
Watch the following video: What is consciousness? https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=qjfaoe847qQ
Based on everything students have
learned, discuss the View From My
Window questions and then have students spend a couple minutes journaling
about them.

Extended Learning
Over the next few days, observe the people
around you. How can you tell that they’re consciousness? You can also observe machines. Are
they conscious? How can you tell?
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View from my
Window
If a human brain were
placed in a machine
body, would the machine
be human? On their own
(without human parts)
could machines ever be
conscious? How would you
be able to tell if a machine
was conscious? Would
being conscious make
machines human? How
could conscious machines
be more dangerous than
ones without consciousness?
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